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CUES Announces Enhancements to its CUES eVote Online Election Platform  

MADISON, Wis.— CUES is pleased to announce enhancements have been added to its online 

election platform, CUES eVote, offering an even more robust and accessible voting experience for 

credit unions and their members through:    

• Live election reports, for up-to-the-minute insight into voter turnout and results  

• Enhanced mobile responsiveness, giving voters greater functionality and easier 

accessibility using their mobile phones  

• A more integrated secure upload site, further enhancing CUES eVote’s data security  

“We aim to provide unmatched value and support to credit unions, and we’re excited to offer 

this enhanced online voting platform to our members,” said CUES CEO, Heather McKissick. “Our 

new partner, Survey and Ballot Systems, has more than three decades of experience in online 

elections, and they have handled a substantial number of credit union elections during that time.”  

CUES eVote supports credit unions during the entire election process—from nominations, 

notifications, and voting tabulation to final certification, and offers options for online, paper, 

phone, or hybrid elections. Credit unions can also put CUES eVote on retainer and hold their 

election only if needed. 

Learn more about CUES eVote at content.cues.org/evote.  

Learn more about SBS at surveyandballotsystems.com  

Learn more about CUES at cues.org.    

CUES is the leading talent development solutions provider for credit unions in North America. We 

educate, develop and support credit union CEOs, executives, directors, and emerging leaders 

through partnerships with premier business schools, live and online events, digital learning, 

networking, and premium content. With over 48,000 members and growing, we measure success 

one leader at a time. 

https://hubs.la/Q027jsz_0
https://www.surveyandballotsystems.com/
https://www.cues.org/


Connect with CUES at CUES.org and on LinkedIn, Facebook, X, and Instagram. For daily insights 

on issues impacting credit unions visit CUmanagement.com. 

Since 1990, Survey & Ballot Systems has set the standard in election management, working 

with the world’s top member-based organizations to facilitate and manage voting needs. From 

traditional paper ballot elections to hybrid voting systems and virtual voting, SBS stands as the 

trusted third-party partner for six hundred organizations, depended upon to oversee their voting 

processes expertly, ensuring flawless and efficient execution.  
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